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Our task is to..

• create action for youth that match with their own needs and is organised by young people
• empower young people to play an active role in the sport fields
• convince leaders to invest in young persons (their skills and ideas)
What had been done so far

2009 Vilnius, Lithuania
• develop a new field for CSIT, network
• subject: “Differences between us”

2010 Albena, Bulgaria
• “Let`s move”-project
• Questionnaire about national experiences and projects

2010 Agrigeno, Italy
• analysis the results of the seminar held in Albena
• evaluation “Let`s move”-project
• subject: “Shared responsibility”

2011 Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
• presenting the Young Leaders-concept
• “to convince the CSIT”

2011 Cesenatico, Italy
• “Youth in action”-project (EU)

2012 Lignano Sabbiadoro, Italy
• subject: ”The promotion of the European Network of social and sport associations”

2012 Varna, Bulgaria
• main point was the WSG conference in Varna
Action in 2016

• Questionnaire to member unions (on August)
• “Conference youth sport – new ways practicing sport” (during the Ordinary Congress)
CSIT point of view...

- Youth brings new alternative ways of thinking and develops the organization (out of the box-thinking)
- Youth brings new self-organizing sports
- Youth makes CSIT more visible and ensure the message of CSIT goes far beyond the borders by Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat...
- promote CSIT values among the youngsters
- support the future sport leaders
Youth point of view..

- All action is based on fun
- Young people are looking for an active and fashionable community based on activities (free from financial and formal obligations)
- CSIT gathers young people together
- CSIT offers youth international environment platforms to debate and share national experiences about their successes and problems with new friends but also with experts
- Opportunities to compete and follow heroes
- Improve their skills and knowledge (co-operation, group work, occurrence)
Working group “Youth”

• Members from five member unions
• Working via Skype
What to do next...

• facebook page “CSIT Young Leaders” to active use
• Young Leaders in Riga, Latvia (June 2017)
• CSIT Ordinary Congress/Youth seminar in Eilat Israel (October 2017)
Thank you!